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Abstract

This white paper presents the various hardware components of the Pavilion Hyperparallel Flash Array™ and 
the Pavilion HyperOS™ software that together make up the Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform™. This White 
Paper describes how the Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform enables the most performant, dense, scalable, 
and flexible data storage platform in the universe.

Audience

This document is intended for DevOps, IT, database, application, system, and storage administrators 
responsible for deploying and managing enterprise applications and their storage infrastructure. 

Applications Drive New Storage Requirements

Datacenter infrastructure is in a state of flux thanks to digital transformation and there is a growing demand 
for next-generation applications like SaaS, Social Media, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning 
(ML), Deep Learning (DL), analytics, and others. These modern applications have been built on a clustered 
parallel-processing infrastructure derived from High-Performance Computing (HPC) configurations. These 
applications need to scale seamlessly in multiple dimensions to support growth in data, users, and ever 
changing demands, all to improve time-to-results. 

The scale-out technology that underpinned these applications removed the need to deploy traditional shared 
storage resources by building intelligence in the application layer to handler cluster coherency. Today, most 
data resides on locally attached SSDs in each server. 

Processors and GPUs have been doubling in performance every few years resulting in massive leaps in 
compute, but the flash-based storage required to support those advances in processing has lagged behind. 
The first flash storage used SCSI-based interfaces that were designed decades ago for hard disk drives. This 
quickly became a bottleneck, so data centers then implemented proprietary PCIe-connected add-in-card 
(AIC) SSDs. This technology was complex and raised concerns with DevOps as it required vendor lock-in and 
custom drivers. These cards were also expensive, had limited expandability, were hard to manage as a cluster, 
complicated backups, and made high availability (HA) configurations even harder than they normally were.  

Many enterprise customers balked at these issues and demanded an improved way to support flash. An 
industry consortium introduced the NVMe standard, which removed one set of problems (instead of 
proprietary drivers, a single standard OS-supplied driver sufficed), but it didn’t do anything about the issues of 
managing a cluster of separate, isolated flash storage located inside individual servers. To rectify this oversight, 
the same industry consortium introduced NVMe-over-Fabrics (NVMe-oF). NVMe-oF has the potential to give 
applications the high-performance and low-latency of a local NVMe SSD.
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Legacy AFAs Don’t Deliver On NVMe’s Promise

Many of today’s AFAs are based on a decades-old design. Vendors have only replaced the hard disks in 
traditional HDD-based architecture with SSDs and added a minor amount of system tuning. A legacy storage 
controller designed for SCSI-based protocols simply can’t provide applications with the full benefit of modern 
SSDs’ parallelism, bandwidth, and low latencies.

An ‘NVMe-Capable’ or ‘100% NVMe’ AFA, is an AFA where NVMe SSDs have replaced SATA or SAS SSDs. 
These AFAs struggle to deliver a million IOPS, typically offer single-digit GB/s bandwidth, and provide 
latencies measured in milliseconds, just like hard-drive-based systems. They are unable to make use of the 
full parallel performance of NVMe since they lack the media and storage interconnects needed to deliver the 
orders of magnitude more performance required by modern applications.

Traditional AFA vendors, tied 
by years of legacy mindsets, 
have failed to step back and 
evaluate existing designs to 
adapt to the latest technologies 
in high-bandwidth, high-speed 
SSDs and networking. With the 
standardization of NVMe-oF and 
NVMe/TCP, applications can be 
extended over a network with 
latency and bandwidth as good 
as local storage. Flash media, 
network storage protocols, and 
lossless Ethernet have advanced, 
but a dual-controller AFA design 
handicaps the performance 
capabilities of NVMe SSDs.

Why? These products use only one or two storage controllers, each with a single or dual-socket CPU, making 
the storage controllers the bottleneck. Performance becomes even worse when data management features are 
added to the mix. The PCIe bus, where the NVMe SSDs are attached, also can quickly become a bottleneck 
with multiple NVMe SSDs. Each CPU supports a limited number of NVMe SSDs for concurrent operations. The 
remaining SSDs have to wait, so latency is inconsistent and bandwidth decreases.  

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array was designed from the ground up to take full advantage of high 
performance, high bandwidth, low latency, and parallelism of NVMe SSDs. It delivers these capabilities to 
applications via simultaneous NVMe/RDMA (Ethernet, InfiniBand), NVMe/TCP, S3, iSCSI and NFS protocols. 
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array delivers orders of magnitude better performance than legacy systems 
and can replace racks of direct-attached NVMe SSDs, effectively powering racks of clustered servers with 
shared storage and allowing DAS SSDs to be removed from servers. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has:

• 120 GB/s of bandwidth, 20M IOPS, and 25µs of latency in a compact 4U chassis 

• Up to 2.2 PB of capacity using 72 NVMe SSDs

• Unlimited, linear scalability where performance and capacity can be added independently across any 
number of arrays

• Support of industry standards. No custom software or proprietary drivers need to be installed on 
application hosts or network switches. All of the protocols and fabrics can be used simultaneously and the 
Pavilion HFA supports iSCSI and NFS for backward compatibility.

• Thin provisioning to maximize SSD utilization and minimize media cost

• Enterprise features like instant space-saving snapshots/clones and data at rest encryption. Data is 
protected both by RAID-6 and content checksums

• No single point of failure
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• Modular design, where network, controller and storage capacity can be added independently as needed, 
within the same chassis

• RESTful API for integration with open management frameworks like DTMF/Redfish and Swordfish

• Cloud-based telemetry with 24/7 proactive support

Pavilion HyperOS
Pavilion HyperOS is sophisticated software that provides resilience, manageability, performance, and 
flexibility. The Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform accelerates return on investment by providing better value 
over many other storage vendors. The Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform doesn’t require separate licensing 
for features like snapshots/clones, simultaneous NVMe/ RDMA, NVMe/TCP, iSCSI, S3, and NFS protocols, 
thin provisioning, and more. If these features are needed in the future, you will not incur additional licensing 
costs.

Pavilion HyperOS delivers rich enterprise data services for all of your applications. Designed for NVMe, 
with no legacy to protect, Pavilion HyperOS is free from years of code bloat, heavy reliance on DRAM, and 
backward compatibility for SATA and SAS SSDs. It delivers ultra-high performance and ultra-low latency that 
accelerates legacy and modern rack-scale applications. Don’t be held back by legacy AFA designs that are 
25X more expensive in terms of IOPS or DAS NVMe SSDs that are twice as expensive in terms of GB/s. The 
Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform is designed not just for exotic applications but as the one platform for all 
your applications.

Tuned for low latency I/O, the Pavilion HyperOS leverages a memory-speed distributed transaction log to 
minimize latency. A low-latency, high bandwidth internal network is utilized that allows components within the 
system to communicate at nano-second latencies

10 redundant line cards that have a total of 20 storage controllers are supported in each individual system. Two 
cooperating management supervisor modules and up to 72 NVMe drives all interconnected via a redundant 
internal PCIe fabric network provides thousands of applications with high performance and low latency access 
to the NVMe storage.

Controllers can simultaneously process I/O requests and any controller can pick up operations from another 
that has failed without any intervention required. A resiliency layer detects when a controller misbehaves 
and removes it from service without any disruption to host or application processing. A power management 
subsystem controls power and cooling. PavilionOS supports several management features:

• Global name space for NFS and S3

• A telemetry subsystem proactively reports issues to a cloud-based support portal, allowing 24/7 detection 
of issues.

• Hot-removal or insertion of the storage controllers, supervisor modules, fabric modules, and SSDs at any 
time

• An HTML5-based web GUI that gives for deep insight into performance metrics at the volume/application, 
controller, port, or system level. The system can also be managed through DTMF/Redfish, Swordfish, 
vCenter, OpenStack, and Kubernetes.

• Pavilion HyperOS enables maximum performance density and data management features to be delivered 
from the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array without requiring any proprietary host or networking software. 
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array supports non-disruptive upgrades (NDU) of the PavilionOS. Due to the 
active/active design of a storage controller, the Pavilion HyperOS software on each controller can be 
upgraded transparently without any disruption to I/O operations or data availability.

• All storage services, APIs, and advanced data services are built-in and included with every array. Host 
resources are not required to scale performance, freeing up those resources for scaling applications. The 
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is designed to support today’s data centers, which need to do more with 
less. 
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Array Overview

Each Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is a 4 Rack-Unit chassis that delivers high performance at rack-scale. 
With up to 72 standard format 2.5” U.2 NVMe SSDs, 20 active-active storage controllers, and 40x100 
Gb network ports the design offers unparalleled density in a storage system in terms of both capacity and 
performance.

The system is designed to be modular and can expand over time as requirements grow. Some customers start 
with only 18 SSDs, four storage controllers, and eight I/O ports. As they grow their use of the system, they 
boost performance by adding storage controllers and I/O ports or increase capacity by adding SSDs.

Storage controllers and network ports are delivered on modular “I/O Line Cards” which can be added 
independently of capacity as-needed to scale performance and connectivity. Each I/O Line card has two 
independent storage controllers, each with two network ports, its own memory, and an installation of Pavilion 
HyperOS. The two storage controllers connect to NVMe SSDs through a multi-terabit PCIe switched fabric 
comprised of redundant PCIe network switch modules. This provides full connectivity between the network of 
storage controllers and NVMe SSDs. 

Finally, the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array is built from commodity components wherever possible to 
reduce costs. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array does not use any custom ASICs or FPGAs; all silicon and 
SSDs are off the shelf components, ensuring component availability and reliability.

Host Integration And Storage Provisioning

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array connects to clients over a 100Gb or 200Gb Ethernet or InfiniBand 
network and supports simultaneous NVMe/RDMA (Ethernet and InfiniBand) for the lowest possible latency. 
It also supports NVMe/TCP to interoperate with legacy network clients that don’t support RDMA as well as 
supporting S3, iSCSI and NFS.

The NVMe drive pool is organized into 4 media groups of 18 drives each. Standard NVMe-oF inbox drivers are 
available on most mainstream operating systems. The provisioned volume operates as a logical NVMe volume 
on the client and can be used as a regular block device by applications. All standard NVMe utilities work with 
this logical volume and it can be incorporated into any file system like a normal disk or LUN. The  volume is 
thin-provisioned so the application, for example, can be presented with a 10 TB volume but it only uses 1 TB 



of space in the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array. However, space will only be allocated as-needed on the 
backend as the application needs storage, which maximizes SSD utilization. Volumes can range to hundreds 
of terabytes and can be re-assigned to clients as needed, or shared to multiple clients.

This logical NVMe volume is not one of the NVMe SSDs in the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array’s media group 
but is comprised of parts of multiple SSDs in the media group. The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array performs 
in-line operations (such as encryption, snapshot/clone operations, and RAID calculations), and then a logical-
to-physical mapping is used in a storage controller to route the request to particular blocks to complete the 
operation and return the response.

Four media groups inside the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array allow for tiering workloads within a single 
chassis. Many organizations deploy identical drives in each media group, but the Pavilion HyperParallel 
Flash Array and Pavilion HyperOS can handle heterogeneous zones as well. Different types of media (such as 
capacity SSDs or SCM SSDs) can be deployed in each media group to meet specific application performance 
or cost requirements.

Supporting Large Configurations

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array supports everything from small configurations, with 18 800 GB SSDs 
giving 14TB of storage, all the way to 2.2 PB when populated with 72 SSDs. Data centers can choose the 
appropriate capacity for their present needs, and then grow it transparently simply by adding new NVMe 
SSDs. Capacity can then be scaled across an unlimited number of systems to meet the capacity needs of any 
environment. 
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The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array supports 4,096 volumes that can be provided to a cluster, VMFS 
datastore, can be used by containers, or in any combination. It helps organizations migrate from VMs and 
non-persistent containers to an infrastructure where persistent containers and stateful applications are readily 
available and meet the needs of the everchanging product workloads.  

Dual Parity Raid With Rapid Rebuild Using Pavilion SwarmController™

The NVMe drive pool is organized into 4 media groups of 18 drives each. Each media group implements 
one distributed 16+2 dual-parity RAID group. Each media group also supports a hot spare, so the RAID 
configuration will be 15+2+1. Storage volumes are provisioned from the media groups and then presented to 
hosts. The space overhead for the 16+2 dual parity RAID is only 12% in a single 4U chassis using standard 2.5” 
U.2 NVMe SSDs.

A concern that DevOps has with larger individual drive capacities in RAID systems is how long it takes to 
recover to RAID-6 protection after a drive failure. The larger the drive the more time it takes for it to be rebuilt. 
While this is generally true, Pavilion performs I/O using multiple controllers to rebuild a failed drive, up to 12X 
faster than most AFAs. The Pavilion SwarmController feature results in a data being rebuilt at the rate of less 
than 5 minutes per TB. With Pavilion, the size of an SSD becomes a non-concern.

Pavilion HyperOS’ use of RAID-6 also provides a unique advantage over DAS in certain scale-out NoSQL 
databases. NoSQL databases ensure data durability and availability via replication: three or more copies of 
every byte is stored in three or more servers. This obviously triples the storage cost for these DAS systems, but 
that’s only part of the problem. When an SSD failure occurs, the rebuild process for these databases requires 
precious network and CPU from the remaining live servers to rebuild the copy of data on the new SSD, 
dramatically reducing application performance. 

With RAID-6 providing data availability and durability, 
instead of replication, the total storage required is reduced 
by 2X or more of the DAS requirement inside. And in the 
case of the rebuild, since Pavilion SwarmController recovery 
happens inside the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array, it 
does not impact the application’s network or CPU load.

Continuous Operations With No Single Point 
Of Failure

Each Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array has up to 20 Active-
Active Controllers with a redundant high-speed PCIe-based 
fabric that connects each storage controller to the SSDs. 
It has no single point of failure design to ensure that SSD 
read, write, and management operations continue after a failover

When one storage controller is impaired, another will take-over operations transparently. When the PCIe 
fabric is impacted, the other takes over. There are two management interfaces to ensure that management, 
monitoring, and provisioning continues after the failure of a management interface. If both fail, I/O operations 
continue and there is no impact on data availability.

Since multiple controllers can perform I/O for a volume, availability is increased in the event of failures across 
the network, controller and I/O Line card. In addition, if the path between the controller and the drive array 
fails, a controller with a different access path can take over, maximizing application uptime. Two 100Gb ports 
on each storage controller allow the user to set up a redundant network to each port.

All of the components can be swapped/replaced without downtime, including SSDs, management 
controllers, power, cooling, I/O line cards, and the PCIe fabric.

Instant Zero-Space, Non-Disruptive, & High-Speed Data Copies

Hundreds of logical copies can be made instantly of any volume and served out to different application 
servers. These copies operate as space-efficient snapshots/clones that are created instantly using copy-on-
write semantics. Blocks are only written when the original or copy is modified.
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This results in multiple space-efficient copies being available, and given the high-performance architecture, all 
of the copies can be accessed at full speed. This avoids copying data over the network, lets users backup the 
entire cluster, or rapidly deploy a copy of the entire cluster for Test/Dev/QA by use of clones.

Compare this to a traditional system design, where the system is taxed after only a few copies and slows down 
when they are accessed in parallel by different clients.

Data At Rest Encryption

Data-at-Rest-Encryption (DARE) is an absolute necessity to secure mission-critical data and copies from theft. 

The Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform keeps data safe with always-on FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption. It 
uses AES-256-XTS and the AES-NI instruction set to ensure that the always-on encryption does not impact I/O 
operations

Key management is done with keys stored in the Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform, or in external 
frameworks (like KMIP) accessible through REST APIs. The encryption also generates the P and Q parity values 
that are used by the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array’s distributed dual parity RAID.

Data Assurance

Data on SSDs is subject to the deterioration of data stored on the storage media. This is known by such 
names as bit-rot, data decay, and silent data corruption. The Pavilion Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array’s data 
assurance feature avoids bit-rot and ensures that an application gets the data that was written. Each block is 
written to the SSD along with a CRC encoding of the data. 

On a read operation, the CRC is compared to a new CRC generated from the block, and if there is not 
a match, the data is recreated from the RAID information for that block and returned to the requesting 
application. In the background, the corrected data is written to the SSD to replace the bad data.   

Summary

Pavilion shatters customer expectations and resulting organizational outcomes by revolutionizing data 
processing for modern AI/ML, HPC, Analytics, Enterprise Edge and other data-driven applications. The 
Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform, powered by Pavilion HyperOS, delivers unmatched performance and 
density, ultra-low latency, unlimited scalability and flexibility, providing customers unprecedented choice and 
control. Learn why Fortune 500 companies and federal government agencies choose Pavilion. Visit www.
pavilion.io or follow the company twitter at https://twitter.com/PavilionData


